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- Sir John Marks, Mr. Curtis, Your Worship, .My~Parliamentary~~.. 
Colleagues, Ladies and Gentlemen ; 
Thank you very much for asking me to open Stage One of the West 
Lakes Mall regional shopping centre. 
West Lakes is now emerging. 
And, as it does so, it's living up to the promise of its original 
concept - a unique, self-contained community providing an attrac-
tive range of housing to serve people in one of the main employment 
catchment areas of metropolitan Adelaide. 
C"\ ~j only that - and herein lies its especial appeal to a hard-
! pressed Treasurer such as myself - it's a massive private develop-
ment that provides.people in this, a^d surrounding, communities 
with major public facilities'for recreation that otherwise either 
could not-be provided at all or which would be a crippling burden 
on State finances. 
This Mall shopping centre is an integral part of the overall scheme. 
It was designed as such and it has been executed as such. 
Those of you who've already had an opportunity to look around it 
^will, I think, agree with mo that it's an attractive, colourful 
• _a;. lively complex that will make shopping a' pleasure rather than 
' • . chore. 
It is, as I said, but the first stage of facilities that will 
eventually provide a large part of the whole of the community's 
needs in the north-west of Adelaide. 
Later there'll be a village of takeaway food stores, a timber, 
building supplies and garden centre, a boating centre, office 
building incorporating a cinema-theatre and a modern lake-front 
hotel. 
The first stage includes virtually all the shopping facilities a 
family will need. 
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4 a credit to the West Lakes board that in its d e s i g n they're 
Continued the » close attention to design aestheties that has 
narked the project from the outset. 
The Football Park building and the regional centre are compatible 
in terms of materials used and in bulk. 
Future building - m bo similarly ^ e ^ t e a t^onsure^at ^ 
completed project appears as a whole rather than a scries 
developments. 
For example, the materials used in the future service station, fast 
food v I l L ; and timber and building supplies centre wxll be 
similar to those used in this complex. 
3ven more heartening to ne - as 1 drove in here this morning -
firstly the sign that said "50,000 Trees are Being Planted 
f lost lakes", and then the proof of it. 
far too often developers, local government and somi-govern-
' f a r t 0° " . qt.'to seen to be pitted in desperate mental authorities m this State seen t.. i 
combat with the tree. 
T r o o s - they seem to believe to be nasty, inconvenient objects 
that muck UP orderly road design and make access to pipes 
unnecessarily difficult. 
Let ne give you just one example of what I mean. 
.x've often spoken of the way in which Adelaide is in danger ef 
'>g dominated by the car park. 
' I t is a very real danger and one of which we must be acutely 
conscious. 
„ the s^e time as long as we have cars » £ ^ ' 
,4. lifp of me see why tiiey navy « « - - — 1 white iinea-
Why can't fecy have trees in them, Trees in clusters, trees in 
linos or just plain trees at random. 
and even- appealing. 
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/e latest Government car parks, some of those maintained by the 
i^ty Council and, happily, the car parks here, have been planted 
with trees. 
I don't, honestly, think we can ever really hope to make the car 
park into a garden but that's no reason forever to.condemn it to 
be a macadamised desert. 
So may I take this opportunity to urge all developers of present 
and future shopping centres such as this, local councils and other 
authorities concerned with street-scaping to consider the tree and 
to think of how more trees can be planted rather than of all the 
apparently convincing technical arguments why they shouldn't be. 
It can make for one of the small but essential distinctions between 
a city which is relaxed, cool, green and attractive and one which 
in harsh, windswept or hot. 
; 1 
it's plainly a distinction which is appreciated in West lakes and 
one of the ways in which this project is offering the residents 
of the north-west Adelaide metropolitan area social and community 
facilities- they have not previously enjoyed. 
I have very much pleasure in declaring the West Lake Mall open. 
Thank You. 
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s a credit to the Vest Lakes board that in its design they've 
Continued the sane close attention to design aesthetics that has 
'"narked the project from the outset. 
The Football Park building and the regional centre are compatible 
in terms of materials used and in bulk. 
Future building will be similarly integrated to ensure that the 
completed project appears as a whole rather than a series of ad hoc 
developments. 
For example, the materials used in the future service station, fast 
food village and timber and building supplies centre will be 
similar to those used in this complex. 
Even more heartening to me - as I drove in here this morning -
firstly the sign that said "50,000 Trees are Being Planted In 
f lest Lakes", and there the proof of it. 
v . 
Far, far too often developers,, local government and semi-govern-
mental authorities in this State seem to be pitted in desperate 
combat with the tree. 
Trees - they seem to believe to be nasty, inconvenient objects 
that muck up orderly road design and make access to pipes 
unnecessarily difficult. 
Let me give you just one example of what I mean. 
,-,1've often spoken of the way in which Adelaide is in danger of 
Lbjjpig dominated by the car park. 
It is a very real danger and one of which we must be acutely 
conscious. 
At the same time as long as we have cars wemust have car parks. 
But I can't for the life of me see why they have to be barren 
stretches of asphalt broken only by symetrical white lines. 
Why can't txey have trees in them? Trees in clusters, trees in 
lines or just plain trees at random. , 
It's elementary landscaping, it's cheap and it goes some way to 
making one of the bleakest features of the urban scene attractive 
and even appealing. 
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